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Using symmetry analysis and density functional theory calculations, we uncover the nature of
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction in Fe3GeTe2 monolayer. We show that while such an interac-
tion might result in small distortion of the magnetic texture on the short range, on the longrange
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction favors in-plane Ne´el spin-spirals along equivalent directions of the
crystal structure. Whereas our results show that the observed Ne´el skyrmions cannot be explained
by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction at the monolayer level, they suggest that canted magnetic
texture shall arise at the boundary of Fe3GeTe2 nanoflakes or nanoribbons and, most interestingly,
that homochiral planar magnetic textures could be stabilized.
Introduction - Magnetism in low dimensions has re-
ceived renewed interest in the past few years with the
experimental observation of remnant magnetization in
two-dimensional van der Waals materials such as CrI3
1,
VTe2
3, CrTe2
4, and Fe3GeTe2
5. The emergence of ro-
bust magnetic order at room temperature is appealing for
spintronics applications, and among the ever-increasing
family of candidate materials Fe3GeTe2 stands out as
a solid paradigm5,7,8. As a matter of fact, this mate-
rial hosts interesting promises: spin-orbit torque9,10 and
anomalous Nernst effect11,12 have been observed in bi-
layer heterostructures, and magnetoresistance has been
reported in spin-valves13,14.
Besides these experimental achievements, the recent
reports of magnetic skyrmions and other chiral textures
in thick Fe3GeTe2 layers
15–17 are intriguing. As a matter
of fact, stable and metastable chiral magnetic textures
require the existence of an antisymmetric exchange in-
teraction, called Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction18,19.
This interaction only exists in materials lacking inversion
symmetry and the specific structure of this interaction
determines the nature of the chiral magnetic structures it
can stabilize20. For instance, in magnetic multilayers the
interfacial symmetry breaking promotes the onset of an
interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction of the form
EDM = Dm · [(z ×∇) ×m] that favors Ne´el skyrmions
(e.g., see Ref. 21). Therefore, the observation of Ne´el-
type skyrmions in thick Fe3GeTe2 layer
15–17 is unex-
pected as the point group of Fe3GeTe2 monolayer pre-
vents the onset of ”interfacial” Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya in-
teraction. However, the point group of Fe3GeTe2 mono-
layer does not entirely forbid the emergence of chiral ef-
fects. As pointed recently by Johansen et al.22, point
group symmetry analysis shows that Fe3GeTe2 mono-
layer exhibits a damping-like spin-orbit torque, while the
field-like torque is zero. Since Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya in-
teraction and damping-like torque are related to each
other23, one can expect a non-vanishing Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction but of completely different nature
compared to the interfacial one.
In this work, using symmetry analysis and density
functional theory (DFT) calculations, we investigate the
FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Top and (b) side view of Fe3GeTe2
monolayer. (x, y, z) are the cartesian coordinates and (a,b)
are the equivalent crystallographic directions.
nature of Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction in Fe3GeTe2
monolayer. We show that while such an interaction might
result in small distortion of the magnetic texture on the
short range, on the long-wavelength limit Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction favors in-plane Ne´el spin-spirals along
equivalent directions of the crystal structure. Whereas
these results show that the observed Ne´el skyrmions can-
not be explained by the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac-
tion at the monolayer level, they suggest that canted
magnetic texture shall arise at the boundary of Fe3GeTe2
nanoflakes or nanoribbons and that homochiral planar
magnetic textures can be stabilized.
Long-wavelength behavior - Let us first consider the
crystal structure of Fe3GeTe2 monolayer, depicted on
Fig. 1. The crystal adopts the point group 6¯m1 and
can be seen as a stack of three Fe hexagonal lattices in
A-B-A configuration. In the following the central Fe ele-
ment is denoted Fe2 and the Fe elements on the top and
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2bottom planes are referred to as Fe1,3, respectively. One
can see by inspection on Fig. 1 that all the three inequiv-
alent Fe elements are located in a chemical environment
that lacks inversion symmetry. Therefore, one can ex-
pect each magnetic element to experience chiral effects
such as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction and spin-orbit
torques in the presence of spin-orbit coupling. However,
Fe1 and Fe3 are mirror partners, i.e., related by mirror
symmetry. Therefore, any chiral physical quantity on one
element is opposite on the other element. In contrast, Fe2
is located in the mirror plane of the crystal and therefore
should experience such chiral effects.
As a matter of fact, a first indication of the existence
of spin-orbitronics effects was provided by analyzing the
point group of Fe3GeTe2 monolayer. For instance, apply-
ing these symmetries [improper six-fold rotation about
(001), mirror symmetry normal to (110)] to the current-
driven field response tensor24, one obtains a vanishing
field-like torque but an unusual non-zero damping-like
torque (see also Ref. 22)
TDL = ηm× [(myEx +mxEy)x + (mxEx −myEy)y].(1)
In this expression, η is the torque response coefficient and
E is the applied electric field. This torque is particularly
interesting as it behaves like a non-equilibrium anisotropy
energy term22. Of major interest to the present work, one
can show that in the limit of small spatial gradients, i.e.,
in the long-wavelength limit, the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
tensor has the same symmetry as the damping-like torque
response23. In fact, defining the torque response tensor
χˆDL as TDL = χˆDL · E and the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
tensor Dˆ as EDM =
∑
ij Dijei · (m × ∂jm), the linear
response theory yields χˆDL ∝ Dˆ. In other word, the
torque tensor reads
χˆ6¯m1 = η
−mzmx mzmy 0mzmy mzmx 0
m2x −m2y −2mymx 0
 ∝ Dˆ6¯m1 (2)
One can deduce the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya energy,
EDM = D[−∂x(mymx) + 1
2
∂y(m
2
x −m2y)]. (3)
Hence, since the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction is
a total derivative, it does not stabilize chiral textures
in the long-wavelength limit. However, one could
wonder whether this interaction can stabilize magnetic
twists at the edges of the magnetic layer, as discussed
recently25–27. To investigate this possibility, let us a
magnetic ribbon with easy-plane anisotropy and embed-
ded between two boundaries normal to the direction n.
The system is translationally invariant along z × n and
therefore, spatial gradients are only allowed along n,
∇ = ∂xnn, where xn is the coordinate along n. In the
bulk of the nanoribbon, the magnetization m minimizes
the energy functional W = A(∂xnm)
2 +K(m ·z)2, where
A is the exchange and K the easy plane anisotropy. The
general solution is m = cos(axn+φ)n+sin(axn+φ)z×n,
where m is expressed in the frame (n, z × n, z). The
boundary condition reads26,
2A(n ·∇)m + m× (ΓD ×m) = 0 (4)
where ΓD is the boundary-induced Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya field, defined ΓD = minjDijk, with EDM =∑
ijkDijkmi∂jmk being the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya en-
ergy. Solving Eq. (4) at the positions xn = x1 and
xn = x2, we obtain two coupled equations
cos 2(ax1,2 + φ) = (2A/D)a, (5)
cos 2(ax2 + φ) = (2A/D)a, (6)
yielding the solution, sin(a(x1+x2)+2φ) sin(a(x2−x1)) =
0⇒ a = npi/(x2 − x1). However, the total energy of this
spin spiral is W = An2pi2/L2, which is minimized for
n = 0. Therefore, the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
given by Eq. (3) does not favor chiral magnetic textures,
even in the case of a planar ferromagnet. We emphasize
that the present discussion only concerns the interaction
derived in the limit of small spatial gradients. It does
not address the possible existence of short-wavelength
magnetic textures.
Structural analysis - Let us now take a different
perspective and consider the atomistic Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction between neighboring magnetic mo-
ments. The relevant pairs of neighboring moments are
displayed on Fig. 2 together with the Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya vector D, defined in the atomistic spin limit
EDM = D · (S1 × S2). The Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector
is determined by Moriya’s rules19.
We first consider the Fe1-Fe3 pair, located on each side
of the (001) mirror plane [Fig. 2(a)]. Since the axis on
which this pair lies has a three-fold rotational symmetry,
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector is necessarily along the
axis (5th Moriya rule). But since this axis also possesses a
mirror symmetry perpendicular to it, the Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya vector must be also perpendicular to the axis (1st
Moriya rule). As a result, there is no Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction between Fe1 and Fe3. Let us now con-
sider the interaction between two Fe1 (or, equivalently,
two Fe3) belonging to the same layer [Fig. 2(b)]. Since
a mirror plane passes perpendicularly through the cen-
ter of the Fe1-Fe1 axis, the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector
lies along the plane (1st Moriya rule). Considering the
three-fold rotational symmetry around z, we deduce that
the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector is necessarily along z.
Notice that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector also pos-
sesses an in-plane component that has three-fold symme-
try. We now move on to the Fe1-Fe2 pair, depicted on
[Fig. 2(c)]. Here, the same symmetry principles apply
and we find that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector must
be perpendicular to the Fe1-Fe2 segment. Notice that in
the case of the Fe3-Fe2 pair, the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
vector adopts the opposite orientation. Finally, the inter-
action between Fe2-Fe2 [Fig. 2(d)] is similar to the one
obtained for Fe1-Fe1 so that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
vector possesses a constant z component and a staggered
planar component.
3FIG. 2. (Color online) Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector (black
arrows) for various nearest neighbor interactions: (a) Fe1-
Fe3, (b) Fe1-Fe2, (c) Fe1-Fe1 and (d) Fe2-Fe2. The chemical
elements are designated by the same color code as in Fig. 1. In
these figures, we only represented the atoms that contribute to
defining the local symmetry of the environment and removed
the other elements for better clarity.
To understand what is the overall influence of these
different Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vectors, one needs to re-
mark that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interactions involv-
ing either Fe1 or Fe3 are systematically opposite to each
other because of the mirror symmetry normal to the (001)
plane. Therefore, one might expect small magnetization
canting at the level of the unit cell but no overall effect
on the long range. This remark coincides with the ab-
sence of long-wavelength interaction emphasized in the
previous section. Furthermore, the possible small cant-
ing of the magnetic moments in the unit cell could be
an explanation for the topological Hall effect reported in
Ref. 28.
What is particularly interesting is that whereas the in-
plane component of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector is
staggered, the perpendicular (z) component of the Fe2
layer remains constant over the unit cell. Therefore, one
expects that at intermediate range (i.e., beyond the size
of a unit cell), the atomistic Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya en-
ergy reads EDM = Dz · (S1 × S2). This interaction is
carried by the central Fe elements and its magnitude is
therefore associated with the electrostatic environment
of Fe2. The latter remark is important because the only
heavy element of the structure is Te, which is located
further apart from Fe2. Therefore, one would expect the
overall magnitude of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac-
tion to remain small.
Spin spiral calculations - To confirm the analy-
sis provided above, we performed DFT calculations
on Fe3GeTe2. We used the full-potential linearized
augmented-plane-wave (FLAPW) method as imple-
mented in the FLEUR software29. Applying the general-
ized Bloch theorem30, we first self-consistently compute
the total energy of the system for spin spirals with dif-
ferent wavelengths q including the scalar-relativistic ef-
fects but in the absence of spin-orbit coupling, SR(q).
Then, we turn on the spin-orbit coupling and com-
pute the spin spiral dispersion at the first order only,
SOC(q). The scalar-relativistic dispersion SR(q) pro-
vides the magnetic exchange parameter A, while the dif-
ference SOC(q)− SR(q) provides a measure of the mag-
netic anisotropy K (at q=0) and Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
Element Spin moment Orbital moment
Te1,2 -0.024 -0.02
Fe1,3 2.267 0.083
Fe2 1.287 0.19
Ge -0.06 0.0065
TABLE I. Spin and orbital moments of the various elements
(in units of µB).
FIG. 3. (Color online) Spin spiral dispersion for Ne´el in-plane
along the Γ − M path. The vertical shift due to magnetic
anisotropy has been removed manually for clarity.
interaction D31,32,36.
For the structural relaxation, we employed the gen-
eralized gradient approximation (GGA)34, obtaining a
relaxed lattice constant of 4.01 A˚ for Fe3GeTe2 mono-
layer. For the magnetic calculations, we used the local
density approximation (LDA)35. In all calculations, we
selected the radii of muffi-tin spheres around 2.1 a.u for
Ge and Fe, and 2.6 a.u for Te, where a.u is the Bohr
radius. The linearized augmented plane-wave basis func-
tions included all wave vectors up to kmax = 3.8 a.u
−1 in
the interstitial region and in the muffin-tin spheres, and
basis functions including spherical harmonics up to lmax
= 8 were taken into account. For collinear (non-collinear
+ spin-orbit coupling), the calculations were performed
on a dense mesh of 512 (1024) k-points in the full two-
dimensional Brillouin zone.
Based on the procedure described above, we obtain the
spin- and orbital-resolved magnetic moments displayed in
Table I and a perpendicular magnetic anisotropy K=1.3
meV/Fe. We have performed spin spiral dispersion cal-
culation for the three standard spin spiral configurations:
(a) Ne´el out-of-plane, (b) Bloch out-of-plane and (c) Ne´el
in-plane (see Ref. ? for an explicit representation of
these configurations). We found that only the Ne´el in-
plane spin spiral displays Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interac-
tion, as expected from the previous analysis. For this spi-
ral, the magnetic exchange parameter is A=47 meV/Fe.
The corresponding spin spiral dispersion along the path
4FIG. 4. (Color online) Contribution of the different elements
to the antisymmetric part of the spin spiral dispersion for (a)
Ne´el out-of-plane, (b) Bloch out-of-plane and (c) Ne´el in-plane
configurations. (d) Kohn-Sham orbitals at Γ-point showing
the strong Te 5pz-Fe2 3dz2 hybridization responsible for the
large perpendicular orbital moment on Fe2.
Γ −M is represented on Fig. 3, with (red) and without
(black) spin-orbit coupling. One clearly sees that turn-
ing on spin-orbit coupling distorts the spin spiral disper-
sion in an antisymmetric manner. In contrast, neither
Ne´el nor Bloch out-of-plane spin spirals display any an-
tisymmetric contribution upon turning on the spin-orbit
coupling (not shown), indicating that the Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya vector does not possess in-plane components.
In order to given a complete picture of the microscopic
origin of the perpendicular Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya inter-
action, we analyzed the contribution of the various el-
ements (Fe1,3, Fe2, Te and Ge) on the antisymmetric
spin spiral dispersion for the three configurations. The
results are displayed on Fig. 4. In the case of Ne´el out-
of-plane spin spiral [Fig. 4(a)], the main contributions
come from top and bottom Fe1,3 as well as from the top
and bottom Te elements. Interestingly, these contribu-
tions are sizable in magnitude but cancel each other by
symmetry. In the case of Bloch out-of-plane spin spiral
[Fig. 4(b)], we obtain the same cancellation by sym-
metry but the magnitude of the individual contributions
remain extremely small (a few µeV/Fe). Such a small
magnitude is below the accuracy of our calculations and
is therefore insignificant. Finally, for the Ne´el in-plane
spin spiral [Fig. 4(b)], the antisymmetric dispersion is
dominated by the hybridization between the 5pz orbitals
of Te and the 3dz2 orbitals of the central Fe2 element [see
Fig. 4(b)]. This hybridization induces a large orbital mo-
mentum on Fe2 (0.19µB), as displayed in Table I, that
is responsible for the observed Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya in-
teraction. In contrast, the Fe1,3 elements have a much
smaller contribution. In fact, although they also expe-
rience a perpendicular Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector [see
Fig. 2(b)], they chemical environment does not promote
a large orbital moment (0.083µB) and therefore yields a
small Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.
We complete this analysis by discussing the potential
influence of the perpendicular Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya in-
teraction of the stabilization of magnetic textures. It is
clear that the large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
of Fe3GeTe2 (K=1.3 meV/Fe) hinders the stabilization
of Ne´el in-plane spin spirals. Nevertheless, for the sake
of the discussion let us disregard the role of the mag-
netic anisotropy and only focus on the influence of the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction itself. What is partic-
ularly remarkable is that the antisymmetric dispersion
is quite different from the dispersion obtained at, e.g.,
transition metal interfaces32,36,37. In the latter, the an-
tisymmetric contribution of the dispersion has a large
slope around q = 0, from which the long-wavelength
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya coefficient is usually extracted. In
Fig. 3, the slope close to q = 0 vanishes and the antisym-
metric dispersion only takes off aways from the origin.
This feature means that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya in-
teraction has no impact in the long wavelength limit and
is unlikely to stabilize large (>10 nm) chiral textures.
Nonetheless, it does tend to stabilize short-wavelength
spin spirals. Indeed, the dispersion is peaked around
q ≈ 2pi√
3a
. Considering that this dispersion is computed
along the Γ − M path, it means that Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya interaction tends to stabilize planar homochiral
spin spirals propagating along a low symmetry direction
of the Fe3GeTe2 crystal. Figure 5 shows such a planar
spin spiral extended along the (100) direction of the crys-
tal (dashed lines). The (100) direction is indeed charac-
terized by broken mirror symmetry and therefore favors
perpendicular Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, consis-
tently with the analysis provided above.
FIG. 5. (Color online) Example of a planar homochiral spin
spiral propagating along the low symmetry (100) direction.
This six-fold degenerate direction, identified by the dashed
line, is characterized by mirror symmetry breaking, enabling
perpendicular Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction.
Conclusion - Using both symmetry arguments and
first principle calculations, we have shown that the
Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction of Fe3GeTe2 adopts
the form Dz · (S1 × S2), with a Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
5vector perpendicular to the (001) plane. This interac-
tion is unable to stabilize the Ne´el skyrmions reported re-
cently in thick Fe3GeTe2 layers, but it possesses remark-
able characteristics. It vanishes in the long wavelength
limit and only survives for small textures as it tends to
stabilize planar spin spiral with wavevector q ≈ 2pi√
3a
and
propagating along (100) direction, i.e., perpendicular to
the (110) mirror plane direction. Nonetheless, in realistic
situations, the large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
of Fe3GeTe2 monolayers prevents the formation of such
planar spin spirals, at least in the monolayer limit. Can-
celling this perpendicular anisotropy by surface engineer-
ing represents an appealing challenge both experimen-
tally and theoretically as it could open avenues for the
generation of unusual chiral textures.
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